Make a Splash!

From Initial Idea to Final Product!

In collaboration with top manufacturers of water park equipment, we offer a wide
array of water play products, ranging from water play structures of different sizes to
single and multiple slides. Whether you are looking for a small water play structure as
a complement to other kinds of activities, or advanced water slides for water parks,
we can cater to your needs. We are also able to undertake custom design projects.

A distinctive themed environment combined with customized equipment
will make your attraction stand out, improving the customer experience and
enhancing your brand recognition. Our projects encompass miniature reproductions of car brand models, and a variety of designs based on films, cartoons, and toys. Let us use our “magic wand” to turn your vision into reality.

Water Play

Fun for All!

Playground
SBI Play was conceived to create environments for active play and outdoor exercise. In this segment, we work together with a handful of European manufacturers
and can deliver playground equipment, outdoor fitness solutions, and park furniture
to build inclusive and durable outdoor spaces full of fun and challenges for everyone. Our products are often found in public playgrounds, residential areas, campgrounds, hotels, sports and leisure centers, parks, and schools.

Custom Design
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Kids in the
Front Seat!

www.sbisweden.com

Ride in Style!

Let’s Dig it!

Pull Up Anchors, Sailors!

As creator, we have since the 1990s delivered this timeless attraction to large and
small amusement parks globally. The idea is based on building a miniature traffic
environment in which children have loads of fun, improve their driving skills, and
simultaneously gain knowledge of essential traffic safety. After successful completion
of the training, the participants may eventually obtain their driver’s license! Edutainment exemplified!

With their realistic appearance, our construction-themed products always trigger the
desire to play, explore and learn. True educational attractions that kids love because
they are fun, but also may trigger interest in engineering and machinery. Not only
kids but also adults and machinery fans may be unable to resist the temptation to get
closer and check them out. Our building zone products are certainly true attention
grabbers!

A fun-packed ride that allows kids to test their navigation skills and become captains
of their own mini-vessels. The boats can either be used in an open water area or navigated through a loop. Most locations will use a regular dock for loading and off-loading, but it’s also possible to include a conveyor system to simplify the process and
optimize the flow of guests in a safe and controlled manner. A smooth and relaxed
experience for the entire family!

Driving School

The most Fun at the Farm!

Children’s Farm
A top pick for adventure farms and zoos at countless locations globally. Kids love driving and with their authentic design, our tractors are a perfect fit for rural settings and
similar venues. These vehicles are robustly designed and can be driven on almost
any surface. An open area or loop track can be used and themed with farm-related
buildings, hay bales, and other utensils. Undoubtedly, kids will be happy harvesting
and interacting with other farm dwellers!

Building Zone

Unlike our other products the Mini Digger, Mini Grabber, and Mini Tower Crane
are stationary, which represents a space-saving solution. These are attractions that
kids love and that can be placed in also small areas. Positioned where the is a flow of
people will no doubt create not only a very popular play area but also generate good
revenue.
The three products can be combined in one play area to create a building zone where
kids can role-play as construction professionals or simply enjoy the fine mechanics that
these machines present. The youngest ones will learn physical skills and movement
while having a blast digging holes in the ground or skillfully moving blocks around.
Parents or siblings can easily assist if needed

Boating School

Pedal to the Metal!

Racing Academy
Our racing vehicle fits like a glove in car-themed amusement parks, racing tracks, and
go-kart facilities oriented to toddlers. The vehicle looks cool and fast but is like all our
products easily controlled by children. By equipping the course with racing attributes,
the ride will shine, and the true spirit of competition will arise among the audience.
Taking curves has never been so fun!

